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There are precious few times in life when one has a chance to listen 
quietly as a woman expresses herself. We hope that we have created a 
silent moment, in this anthology, a moment when a woman can listen 
to her own inner voice and a moment when the woman alone has the 
stage and can freely express that voice. Over 120 pieces were submit
ted to The Anthology for consideration. We think the works chosen 
reflect the variety and depth of the feminine artist.

Due to the volume of contributions and the standard obstacles of 
production, publishing this work has been a difficult and lengthy pro
cess. We would like to thank all the women who contributed works, 
and the men and women who supported this endeavor.

The Women’s Anthology Editors

J. Elizabeth Huebert 
Laura Hunt

Andrea Adams 
Anne Boynton

Karmen Kohl 
Amiel Landor 
Laura O’Keefe 
Siofra Rucker 
Tobie Wright



Interstices q--' ■
The woman in the mosaic is composed.
The interstices between her bits and pieces, iim ^
Remain, irrelative to the whole, unnoticed. i ; 033 § 3

Immobility and speechlessness j
Are characteristic features i ;
Of inanimate objects. : '^i^C

One property of memory is its ‘quality of rightness’, aW
Another is density of continuity, or the lack thereof t : !
The woman in the mosaic is sometimes called 
The Mona Lisa of Palestine—
Except, of course—for there are you know, certain exceptions— 
Comparatively speaking,

1) She is much older than anyone cares to discover;
2) The image representing her is remarkably incomplete;
3) She does not smile. The gist of her expression is similar to one 

of the following:

a) Mildly attentive.
b) Calm inquiry.
c) Dreamy displacement.

It is not a smile. It is a suggestion of absence.
G. K. Bishop
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Unveiled

It is not like that morning I woke with a curse because there 
weren’t any words. Enveloped in the smoke that confused itself in the 
strict shaft of sunlight allowed into the room, I watched you sleeping 
and waited for your waking to see if we were still in love on this 
Wednesday morning. It is so simple and easy to love on Tuesdays.

If it would just snow again, we could picnic naked in the moun
tains.

Instead, the snow came only as an obstacle to my fleeing. I had to 
stamp it off my shoes like a hated thing when I left the pile of your 
belongings at the door. It would have been the perfect day for sushi in 
the snow.

It melted on the window of the plane. The droplets drew shadows 
across the page of this book as if it were a mirror. There is no losing, 
only passing, and there have to be words.

The boy in seat F12 is home in Chicago for Christmas before he’s 
packed up and sent to the Persian Gulf as homage to our god of 
Conflict.

They could take you, dress you in green, send you to die in the 
sand without questioning if you are the type who could kill or being 
concerned that you might never again lay in the snow to stretch your 
limbs and leave behind impressions of angels.

This is not cohesive. The chronology has been shuffled since there 
is no cheating in Solitaire. There were days that began like coffee 
commercials. It was the daily imposition of schedule. It was the exist
ence of someone who wears a wristwatch. It still seemed as if my 
presence here had involved the departure of someone else. There 
needed to be someplace I wasn’t to verify that I was here. I had stuck a 
chewed piece of bubble gum on the hidden side of the East Coast and I 
had to check that it was still there as proof that I had been.

It’s been said that I create situations from which I must flee to 
maintain mobility. But that was a slight distortion. Instead, I build 
prisons wherever I go in order to demonstrate my escapist abilities.

Who’s to say how long I might live that I am too young to have a 
mid-life crisis?

Mother, your daughter is a chameleon. You may always have to 
meet her on the central streets of places like this tourist-ridden harbor 
town to eat lunch in French cafes. When you ask, over the brie, about 
the petty daily existence of your only daughter, she will respond with
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irritation that the world is too stale and sad a place for someone like 
herself. She is a woman who fingerpaints the kitchen table into a huge 
smiley face and finds symbolism in the snow.

No, mother, your daughter will not be silent. She revels in the 
opportunity to torture with the contagion of her verbal disease. She is 
a hypocrite when she labels herself a pacifist, since she uses words like 
stick pins and people with legs as voodoo dolls.

After an hour of fresh asparagus and conversation about real estate 
with a man who admits he could never love your daughter in the way 
he sets aside her emotional baggage in order to make her orgasm, you 
are sent home with words of consolation. Don’t worry, she’s really fine, 
just too much stress, she’ll see you during the holidays.

Occasionally, she calls to report tidbits of her days. She has broken 
her glasses, hasn’t written a poem in months, exchanged lines from 
Shakespeare with a beggar, discovered life is simply a cycle of losses, 
fallen in love with a boy and his dog because it flurried the morning 
after she first watched him sleep.

The stench of Jersey indicated that I was home. The conversation 
was of rough landing and fog in Chicago. 1 didn’t want my mother to 
know that although I moved across the country to where the clouds 
glue their shadows to snow covered mountains and make them look 
like huge calico cats nestling beneath a sky of Georgia O’Keefe clouds, 
although I left her and went that far away to get away from myself, 
here I am nothing more than words about the weather. Home and as 
full of myself as a child playing the Virgin Mary in a Christmas play, I 
went to extricate myself from the proverbial I. The eyes stand like 
bookends. Mother, I’d let you read it, but there’s too much.

It is a morning when the seventh veil slides through my fingers like 
streams of water through the tiers of a fountain.

Sharon Fitzpatrick
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The Daughter

Persephone
in glitter of stalactites
cleaves
grainy
tortoise-mottled pomegranate
and
from
ruby honeycomb 
delicately plucks 
seven kernels.
One alone 
would be enough 
to leave 
bereft Demeter 
howling 
at the gates.

Marta B. Jordan

I draw a five petaled 
jasmine wildflower 

on the back of 
my hand in 

purple ink
It runs the veins of my 

skin soft 
in violet river 

The wildflowers are 
almost here.

Melissa Ann Bond

I
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Sisters

Laura O'Keefe

Love Poem #J

I sing for you, Sister.
I leap from roof to roof;
1 float from branch to branch 

to gather your warm leaves 
and breathe your lilac steam.

Lose yourself in my black ink; 
Seduce me with your averted eyes; 
take shelter with me.

.' zhvfm i'watiS'BMrnr ■;«
bQff .Sii'CiSfea, A’

Erin Milnes
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I’ve wreathed my fingers in sweet roses’ oil 
And garlanded my face with fallen flow’rs,
I’ve bound my wrists with broken crimson poppies 
And wrapped my ankles ‘round with thorny briars

In sacrifice to Artemis the huntress,
Though Aphrodite’s captive I have been,
E’en so I lay upon her earthly altar 
Embellishing with lilies all my sin.

So take me, goddess, lead me to the forest.
To streams and thickets where, with flute and lyre.
I’ll mourn the death of my beloved, Eros,
And strew with lilacs all his funeral pyre.

But when the new moon’s risen in the spring 
I’ll sacrifice with flow’rs for you and sing.

Teresa Hennigan

Godiva has left her scattered 
cliffs
to embrace the jaded ocean shore
and with a long white aspen branch
fish pale patient Ophelia
from the opal waves
where she had been clinging to a rock
with her feet.

India Morrison
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Electron and Proton

I am Odysseus, seeker of rest,
Forever in motion.
Where is my Ithaca, where my home?
Lost in folds of malevolent Ocean.
Cresting and troughing over the foam,
1, like the sun, travel west and west.
I am a circular, endless poem.

I am Odysseus, beast of burden.
Bearing tales from village to town.
I am a father and king of lies.
An actor in the all around.
Crafty, balding, shifting, wise—
Strike the set, ring down a curtain!
Let me be seen without disguise!

I am Odysseus, patron of inns.
Thirties of inns, with weatherworn names.
Give me a drink, a fire, a song!
Give me games!
How long, how long
Can I numbly pass across space that spins 
Past unnumbered places I don’t belong?

I am Penelope, guardian of youth.
Weaver of shrouds, and tester of kings.
Blood is a shadow; he blackens our door 
With it, forcing the bow, fitting nock to the string.
We bed; we talk. His eyes rake the shore.
Before he has time to tell me the truth,
I smile, I kiss him, 1 hand him an oar.

G.K. Bishop
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When You’ve Seen One Palm Tree, You’ve Seen Them All

No way. I have not seen them all.
Infinite sandy shores and 
moon-lit coral reefs 
await my pleasure.
Gold leaf temples 
sleep in the dusty sun 
existing only 
to lull my beating heart.
I have not wandered through 
the markets at Den Passar 
nor climbed the hills behind Rangoon 
nor yet followed the shaggy ponies 
seven days march above Katmandu.
There are muezzins and holy bells 
I have not heard.
Don’t count me out yet.
No one knows where I will turn up next.
They are saving the Raffles Hotel 
just for me
and a special houseboat lies at Srinagar.
Keep your dainty cookies
and your wretched litde sandwiches
and all the miserable crap
the general think so glamorous.
I’m too old now for any more lies.
Next time I go to Agra, I’ll walk.

Martha Dudley
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Women’s space. I cautiously walked into her small home and was 
slowly put to ease by the freshly-baked pies, half-melted candles, and 
lounging women. Women laughing, women talking, women eating. A 
surge of excitement ran through me when I saw a woman couple 
holding each other, caressing. There was a vibrancy, a warmth. I 
wanted to sit by the fire and let the warmth envelop me, but my 
presence was recognized. 1 was a new element to this shared space and 
their acceptance awaited my next move. I sat across from her, com
posed, and bridged the expectation with humor. Their laughter was 
comforting—the circle slowly opened its arms. I caught her eye and it 
beckoned me in. I shyly looked away and immediately saw on the wall 
a beautiful painting of earthen hills, sofdy rolling next to each other. 1 
went up to it, soaking it in. I wanted so badly to touch the breast-like 
hills, but my though was broken by the sound of my name. She 
invited me into the kitchen for a cup of tea. She sat next to me and we 
listened to the brown-haired woman read poetry about love between 
women. 1 only knew it as poetry. She and I talked, shared stories, and 
both took our shoes off. Her leg brushed against mine. A surge of 
excitement ran through me. 1 focused on the painting. Its curves 
soothed me and I was gently brought back to the warmth of the 
women’s space.

Anonymous
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The Boys
they look up into those soft angelic faces 
and wonder from where man came 
those eyes where the only truth 
in dream and sea collide 
attenuate in the vasmess 
AH
that place where the moon drops 
and calls the child to her breast 
is warm almost like the sun 
then pushes you away to face the cold

She’s so pale 
chiseled from ice 
call her Goddess 
but she is only woman

And my boys with eyes like the sun 
she is your fuel
but what of the time when she is man 
reaching up from the abyss 
to tangle all the cords- 
begin again.
Look at her when she is nothing 
tripping on hollow ground 
she’ll swallow you to stay alive 
or die
push the stones up from the deep 
to keep herself safe 
die for you
and weep at the sight of her oneness
as the boy runs
breaks mountains
That angel has a son,
that goddess asleep in the dawn
where there are aubades
slipping on the wind
made old women with their mustaches
laugh at the waste
he ran naked
Page 11 A Woman's Anthology



and dug up the moon 
now he lies in dark pools 
of piss and rain by the station

And she was always strong 
what reason?

To the others who fear her
for that she lies still in the field
not for you to worship
not so you can adore her
she fears her power
when she glances away
and they still go flaCTant and to dust
she closes her eyes before the world
becomes not more than a lyric
of her despair

The boys she thought were men

“Who are you lady hawk?”
“I am sorrow.” (L.H.)
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New Orleans
C''/ : n; '-ifl V,

Zachary, you too are a coward here, ^ ■ rur. bm >! t ii
afraid of die shower and the air after dark. ■<
Under this hotel a shawled man has buried wsfirfeM
the bodies of several virgins.
We have seen strange people with desperate eyes . /
buy their tender hearts, ■ ? - >)ii ;> -jfe <)T
the heat makes them want to roll the death j isu sd;:; ii
of another over their thick tongues. oi &i#v v r*dii
Sweat rolls down off your own greasy hair, ; id sk k Iqh
towel over your skinny hips. i* ■ nd
I stand naked at the window, - s: sdv:;
waiting for a sign, ^ v aas;
a hand to call me down. ; ; ' :/v; sd.;

■rro.T; jf,. ■yim
You read headlines from the newspapers, - : i?; 3li Ic
tack a picture of a dead prison guard to . r
the orange wallpaper until I make you d .f S "?:! ; srii
take it down—^reaten that I will go insane , ;
watching his bloated body high on the barbed wire. d i? - ' f!
You say it’s a warning to me, : q ?e
never to walk the streets at night or drink 1
anything from the bars,
these people poison their food,
put a strange type of violence into it, s
something we don’t smell right away 
because we’re from the Nordi.

You say they still fight the Civil War,
treat every inch of the ground like a batde field,
and at dusk you whisper of dying children
and mass rape cases, unsolved murders,
and you pull the thick air over our sweating bodies,
as though you are trying to hide something,
a shotgun, a knife twisting guilt into my stomach deeper
every day.

Desiree Hupry

Page 13 A Woman's Anthology



Poem For Bradley Worth’s Woman 

I.
I remember, Rosalyn, 

when you were seventeen 
and I watched your thin ankles 
from the gas station across the street. 
Tonight, you stand before me, 
same high laugh, 
skin bruised a beautiful violet, 
belly weighted down in pregnancy.
I ask you, only once, to be young again, 
to think of more than we’ve got.
You don’t respond.

•it

ii;

t V/

- -'fc

, d'' .

II.
Woman, when you see the knife in my hand 

you speak of when you painted your lips red 
at age six, and watched your parents make love, 
you speak of a man you once saw who jumped through 
the open box car of a stopped train, 
you call me sweetheart, light me a cigarette 
from the pack you keep in your jeans, 
but you never stop breathing hard.

III.
I don’t have to control this.

You’ve always spoken of wanting pretty things, 
even reached your hand once for the shininess of 
my knife
like I’ve seen small children stretch their hands
toward the moon. (. m
In red and white, Rosalyn, you’re still too beautiful '
and too good. I kiss again your yellow hair and ;f i itjtg
move on.

Desiree Hupy fc -
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Trapped in a Mayonnaise Jar

I’m writing this behind the bars of Wyoming’s Correctional Facility 
for Women. I’m writing because as long as I keep seeing the pen 
making marks on the paper I don’t think about how tiny this room is 
or about the fact that I can’t get out.

When I was a baby I had colic bad. My mama said I turned her hair 
gray, and she was only twenty-eight. There was an Indian woman 
named Mavis Poorman who lived right next door. She and her hus
band had moved down from the reservation so he could work on the 
railroad the government was building south of town.

Mavis would come over to borrow a cup of sugar or coffee, or to 
pick up the cans of bacon grease that mama saved for her. Mavis could 
hear me crying in the back room. “What’s wrong with the baby?” she 
asked.

“Don’t know,” Mama shrugged. “She just bawls. I can’t get her to 
stop.”

“Little ones like to feel secure,” Mavis said, taking me out of my 
crib. She held my arms down at my sides and wrapped me up tight as a 
powder in a pack of fire crackers. Mama said that’s how they wrap 
their babies before they put them in a cradleboard. “She’ll quit crying 
any minute now,” Mavis said. But, I didn’t. Mama said I just bawled 
louder. Said my head got so red it stood out like an angry boil. Said she 
thought my head was gonna pop clean off. After half an hour Mavis 
took the blanket off, shook her head, and went home.

Some nights, sitting here writing my hand starts to cramp up and 
I’ll stop for a second but as soon as I do the walls take a bitty baby step 
towards me and I scream out, “you didn’t say Captain May I,” but it 
doesn’t do any good. They don’t give me back my space.

My daddy smoked since he was eight years old. He rolled his own 
from papers thin as onion skins. He’d sprinkle a teaspoon of tobacco 
from the Velvet tin can onto the paper and lick the long edge with his 
tongue. He smoked them to the bottom, then flicked the butt to the 
ground where it fluttered like a moth’s wing. “Don’t you ever go to 
smoking,” he told me.

“I won’t. Daddy.” I listened to his coughing in the night, heard him 
getting up to go into the bathroom to spit what my sister and I called 
lungers into the toilet bowl.

Once, on my way home from school, my sister described the differ
ence between die period made with a pencil lead and a period that 
Page 15 m’m-mm-mm-mmmmmmmmmmm-m a woman's Anthology



bleeds. That same day we found a pack of tailormades underneath a 
tumbleweed blown up against the culvert outside the Open Bible 
Church.

“Let’s smoke 'em up,” she said, placing one of the pure white sticks 
against her pale pink mouth.

“Daddy says we’re not ever to smoke.”
She sucked the smoke down into her lungs and blew it back out in 

my direction. “Why not? He does.”
“He says to do as he says, not as he does.” I thought about the time 

Gigi laid on top of me and pressed a watermelon seed up against my 
peepee and told me we were going to make a baby. Gigi could make 
Indian gum by peeling the skin off a tumbleweed and chewing the 
insides. She knew how to make a fire by rubbing two sticks together 
and she could do a flip out of the tree house in Grandma’s backyard 
and land on her feet every time. Gigi makes forty thousand dollars a 
year as a computer consultant up in Fargo, North Dakota. 1 wish she 
were here now. She’d order the walls to take a giant step backwards, 
and they’d have to listen or else she might take a sledgehammer and 
pound them back into the powder they were in the first place.

I’ve got one more cigarette in this pack, and the prison guard won’t 
bring me another one until Friday. I quit smoking the day my first 
baby was born six years ago. 1 wanted to make sure I got to live long 
enough to see him grow up.

1 wanted him to be a judge, or a lawyer—something grand—not 
like me. I quit school and got married when I was sixteen. At the 
wedding ceremony Clay spread his legs and crossed his arms over his 
chest and waited. He stood in front of that cross so sure and confident, 
just like the first time I ever saw him leaning up against the streetlight 
outside the Fire Hall where they held dances. The first time I ever saw 
him, I had on this smoky blue dress I sewed from a dream I had the 
night before. I was still wearing the crown 1 won for being named 
Queen of the Sweetheart Ball. “Girl, you got stars dancin’ in your 
eyes,” he said as he led me inside.

My Daddy stood at the back of the church with me waiting for the 
music. He put his arm around my shoulder and looked at Clay looking 
at me. "That boy’s nothing but trouble," he said. "It ain’t too late you 
know. We can still turn around and go back home."

Mama served up barbecued beef at the reception and Clay kissed 
her on the mouth and laughed, but she didn’t smile. “Come on!” Clay 
grabbed me. “Let’s go make a baby,” he whispered, pulling me into the
A Woman’s Anthology Page 16



church library and locking the door.
“Clay,” I said, putting my hands on my hips, smiling up at him, 

trying to look sexy and serious at the same time. “Clay, we done got 
one baby in the oven already.”

“Gonna try for twins,” he said, kissing my neck, pulling at the 
pearl buttons parading up the front of my dress.

“But, Clay,” I said, trying to button them back up, “this here’s my 
wedding day.”

“Shit,” he said, lifting the dress up over my hips and sliding the 
blue garter I borrowed from Aunt Mary down over my thigh.

“Clay,” I giggled. This is a church. The house of the Lord.”
“Holy Communion, woman.” He grabbed a Bible off the shelf and 

shoved it up under my head for a pillow.
When Clay first moved me out to Gillette it was a trailerhouse 

town. The oil in the dirt was just like Clay. It never quit coming. Clay 
made good money working on the rigs. He drank up a lot of it, but 
when I had my babies he did buy me a dishwasher so 1 could sterilize 
the bottles. He also bought one of those big screen T.V.s and a Beta 
Max. That’s the first video camera they ever made. It came out before 
the VHS. We had to eat on the floor when we got that T.V. because it 
took up the whole dining room. Clay gave the table and chairs to Clara 
when her man fell off a rig and broke his neck.

In those first years Gillette didn’t have much besides liquor stores 
and gas stations, a few grocery stores. There were some whore houses 
on the north side of town to service the oil men on their days off. Clay 
used to slap me on the ass and say I saved him a whole lot of money 
and I was better looking than them other women anyway. I liked 
feeling like I mattered. A minute’s a long time when you’re watching 
the clock. It ticks as slow as a snapping turtle walks. Sometimes 1 used 
to feel like that trailerhouse was a goddamn turtle shell. I watched my 
daddy put a stick in front of a snapping turtle’s face once. One snap, it 
bit that stick clean in two.

For my twenty-first birthday. Clay gave me a breast implant. He 
said as long as I was of age I might as well start looking like it. He 
drove me down to Salt Lake City and checked me in. Then, he and the 
babies got a room at the Holiday Inn until 1 was well enough to go 
back home. I think later he was sorry. Used to be before the surgery 
his rigger buddies treated me like a kid sister, but afterwards Clay got 
scaredabout me being by myself in the trailerhouse. When they were 
around. Clay was always after me about “covering up, putting some-
pagei7 mmm-mmm-m-’mm-mmm-mmmmmm A Woman's Anthology



thing on." rr ■ i. -r■^en Clay’s best buddy Jacky’s woman run oft with some Texas
oil tycoon I couldn’t even leave the house. “You keep that goddamn
door locked,” Clay said. rr„ t j j .

But I gotta get out and get groceries and stuff. I didn t ever mik 
back to Cfay. I knew my place. I didn’t think 1 was talking back to him 
that day so it surprised me when he knocked my front tooth clear out

“If you can’t keep the goddamn door locked, I’ll nail it shut my-

The kids and I, we just waited until we heard the truck drive away. 
Then we climbed out the window and went down to the park. It wasn’t 
really a park. Nothing fancy. They cleared the sage away with a dozer 
and stuck up two tire swings and a teeter-totter, but it was so full ot 
slivers I was scared to let the kids use it. Most days Jacky’s mama 
would be there with his kids too. She moved in with Jacky to look after 
the litde ones when Louise ran off. .j n

Last year the city put in a sidewalk. It ran in a circle, one sidewalk 
around the new Cin(^rella slide. Jacky had three kids. The little one 
wasn’t more than three months old when Louise got trucked oil to 
Texas. Myrde, that’s Jacky’s mama, she was a litde crazy, but I liked 
her. She followed Jacky’s daddy on the rigs for almost thirty years. 
When they put that new sidewalk in, she’d put the baby in his stroller 
gnH start pushing him. I counted one time. She pushed him fourteen 
hundred and fifty-six times around that circle.

“■^y don’t you sit down here and rest?” I’d say to her.
“I’ll get plenty a rest,” she’d say, “once they put me in that pine

Ibox ”Some of the women here have kids just like me. Sometimes the 
prison guards let them come visit. The women always act so happy a 
week or so before. We sit around in the courtvard and see who can 
remember the most nursery rhymes and fairy tales. The only one I can 
remember good is Peter, Peter. “Peter, Peter, Pumpkin eater had a 
wife and couldn’t keep her. Put her in a pumpkin shell and there he
kept her very well.” i • i

When I was six years old my mama had me take piano lessons.
There’s a piano in the far comer of the rec room here. 1 can still pick 
^at tune out using my pointer fingers.

One day, Elsie, that’s my cell-mate, asked me when my kids were
going to come by.
A Woman's Anthology Pagcl8



“They can’t,” I told her. “They’re dead.”
She got up and came across and gave me a hug. My body just 

curled up towards her like the ferns 1 used to find in the Black Hills 
when Daddy’d take Mama and Gigi and me on vacations. You touch 
them. It doesn’t have to be any kind of touch at all, and they just fold 
right up.

“I’m sorry,” she said.
“I’m sorry, too.”
“You go ahead and cry if you want to.”
I did want to, but I couldn’t. A couple of weeks later she asked me 

could I tell her how they died, but I couldn’t do that either. I don’t 
really remember. It was hot. A tin trailer is hotter than hell in July. We 
didn’t have air-conditioning. My babies and me, we were sitting in the 
fiery furnace like Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego. That’s one of the 
Bible stories my mama used to tell Gigi and me before we went to 
sleep at night.

I remember hearing Clay’s pick-up pull in the drive. I was sitting 
on the couch with two big black garbage bags and they were heavy. 
Clay pulled the nails out of the boards and opened up the door. I gave 
him the garbage bags and said he had to take them to the dump. I 
remember he said, “What’s in these bags, Julianna?”

“Trash,” I said. “What else you gonna put in a garbage bag?” 1 
followed him out to the pick-up and when he went to throw one of the 
bags up over the side the bottom broke and my first baby’s head rolled 
out.

I guess 1 killed them. Least-wise that’s what they all say. I don’t 
know. 1 don’t remember.

Mama came up here to visit me last month. She says she’s working 
on getting my lawyer to try and get me out of here on reasons of 
insanity. They don’t know though. Some states are trying to do away 
with that law; say it lets people off too easy. Wyoming might be one of 
them. They’ve got to wait and see.

I think they ought to do away with a law like that too. Any woman 
who would kill her own babies deserves to rot in prison. Any woman 
who would kill her own babies has got to be crazy.

Deanna Peters
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Time’s Fault

He was only twenty 
When 1 was thirty-three,
And though I loved with all my heart, 
He litde cared for me.

He left me for another 
When I was thirty-four.
Now he is happy far away 
Though I have loved no more.

What surety was my portion.
Or flaw was in my heart.
To love a man so wholly 
That I even love apart?

No year could fly more swiftly 
Than the hour he was my own; 
No slower could my hours go 
Than the years since he was gone.

And little does it seem to me 
That I deserve this fate—
To love a man so early 
That my loving was too late.

What fault is love untimely?
Tis punishment too strong 
To love a man so briefly 
That my loving is too long.

G. K. Bishop
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Modern Marriage?

I didn’t love him when we got married.
I was simply holding on to the valves. 
When we moved here, we fought a lot.
I came down to the bar.
The men flirted with me 
knowing I was unhappy and 
hoping to step into my husband’s shoes. 
Now,
we haven’t fought in six months.
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I’ve learned to love him.

It took me three years, but I’m

finally

in love with
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my
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and he’s not an easy man to love.

she told me this in the bar, 
over a couple gin & tonics.

two months later,
I heard ■ jS/fvV'
that they had a terrible row ' •
and she’d left him; • > i

the next Sunday was the first time I ever saw him in church.
Laura O’Keefe
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Minimum Wage

Mrs. X who keeps the laundromat 
nice and tidy
smiles through broken, brown 
old teeth
confides she is waiting
for the President to give her a raise.
The President?
Yes. To make her boss give her a raise 
after eleven years of faithful service 
no insurance and no retirement plan.

Martha Dudley
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I’m Sorry

I threw your papers away by mistake 
and you Mte me for it.

I didn’t make the kind of pasta sauce you like 
and you think that I don’t love you anymore.

When you first got to know me
I made you steak that was burned on the outside 
and raw on the inside
and spinach with little flecks of black on the top 

And you laughed.
Marion Dixon

Portrait-fragments of the way it seems to me:

A pasty mauve sweater
looks like the make-up mom wore in the 70’s
but it makes a glow on this woman now.

Flattery gets you nowhere 
til I let go of you 
in the morning.

Sorry means I 
mean it
if you apologize too.

1 didn’t hear you the first time 
you spoke another language- 
it was French, wasn’t it?

now 1 think I understand
and I have no words to describe...

Anne Boynton
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You’re Always Leaving Things On— 
running or unraveling.

I spend my life with wrench and broom 
called to contend with each latest disaster. 
■\^o can tell where you’ll turn up next?

In the early dark of evening
ripe and damp with earth and spring
He comes

the man in the truck 
who fixes things.

A tease—he lights matches 
to see how I look 
but then decides he doesn’t care.

We walk up the hill in the dark 
laughing together— 
turning things off.

When we catch you
we will build you a nice cage 
and then live happily ever after.

Martha Dudley
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Here at the impasse
A ditch in the middle
of the road of the pilgrim
She can pretend to be as alone
As a star in the
empty sky
here as though
her being were not
filled with the burdens
of the faceless dead
She can thrust her
poisonous sword into
the air here where
there is nothing man-made
to destroy and turn
over rocks to reveal to
her human eyes the mud
where tiny beings
roam mindlessly like
wise machines functioning
for no apparent purpose.
Here she can scream 
wordlessly and beg 
forgiveness of no one 
for the god of her 
fathers is male
and beyond him and her and it 
she is left wordless and godless 
and only with 
laughter and tears.
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Arachne

The woman stood by the door 
gossamer and lace, white mist of 
a summer’s eve 
synthetic carnation in her 
organized hair 
beautiful and serene.
The battle plans committed to memory
lay in hanciy buffet drawer-
she knew each
rise and fall of the land
which hills to attack
and which could be safely skirted.
The two hundred eminent
beings charged, gushed, imbibed
cooed, admired, filled their
gullets with thousands of dollars
worth of elegandy catered junk foods
and good whiskey bought by the case.
Hours and days and years later
the hordes departed
the ambassadors first
followed by their minions
the miscellaneous third country nationals.
The local politicos were always last
(being loath to leave free booze) until
at length their skinny, red-faced wives
dragged them too away.
The guest of honor lay sunk
into a couch staring bemusedly nowhere
impressed with himself to the
point of exhaustion.
The universal houseguest wisely went 
to bed clutching a fist full of tennis 
engagements achieved.
The man sat red-eyed telling
no one in particular
nothing much while
the woman ticked off the guest list
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and made litde notes 
beside important names—time 
enough tomorrow to bring 
the card file up-to-date.
Hours and days and years later
alone in the garden
gossamer, luminous, watching
the dreaming house
weary beyond lies
the woman suddenly knew
the battles that would make the difference
were being fought somewhere else.

The Emperor's Sister-in-Law

has been chosen for presentation 
to the barbarian admiral.
Still young, regal
she who was once almost a queen 
condescends to obey 
comes in golden procession 
to the foreigner’s apartments.
The lowliest maid in the street 
weeps for the sacrifice of the lady 
shivers in horror at the thought— 
the dead blue fish eyes 
the touch of the cold white skin.
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Coming of Age

Women who must wait 
for tasks 
or years
to be accomplished 
live in rooms made dusk 
by warped
and paint-flecked shutters
We pace along the bands
of light
and dark
our candle flames
drawn out
paint streaks
like tattered batde banners,
At night we loose 
then knot it tightly 
to our napes each day 
We gnaw to shiny shards 
the tiny bones 
of quetzal, lark and parrot 
to glue to reliquaries 
On spider looms we weave 
their drifts of feathers 
to dream like Icarus 
upon our narrow beds.
The words we trace 
on brittle moth-wing pages 
sift silence 
on our mouths 
and dust
upon our fingertips.
We measure magnitudes of 
stars
in tortoise-mottled mirrors 
and estimate our future's wane 
apprenticed to that end 
when tasks 
and year
shall be accomplished. Marta B. Jordan
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Turned to Bronze

To him it seemed that she stood before the stone, staring exclusively, 
Intense to the extent of absence.

It was as if she was not there in the starkly decorated apartment.
Indeed, she was not standing there. She had melted into liquid marble in 

order to travel through the swirls of the sculpture, like blood through veins. 
With the formless authority of liquid, she poured through it and was flus
tered by its solid consistency.

“Your vanity is immense,” he, the artist, accused.
Disrupted

Not yet solidified enough to speak, her features twisted in irritated 
question, “Hm?”

With his chisel he had scratched the surface of the piece, so that she 
spilled back to the polished floor.

He was infuriated by her concenttation, “If you must revel in your own 
image, have some discretion.” He was intolerant of her ability to bring 
herself to ecstasy.

Awkwardly, she objected, “...my own image? But this is no part of me 
and I am no part of it. Art belongs only to its creator. And itself.” She added 
more vehemendy, “I have no claim, will not accept any claim to your art.”

Meanwhile the back of her hand turned to the abdomen of the figure. As 
if she could feel the temperature emanating form the marble, she concluded, 
“It is only as cold as I am. Cold and unfinished.” She would not touch the 
sculpture.

Stepping to obsttuct her connection with his model of her headless 
body, he said, “You are overridden with pride and repulsion from your own 
body stripped and molded by my hands. You have been made permanent”

He stole her shoulders, which slouched against his overwhelming artis
tic arrogance. He possessed them in his hands the way he would hold clay.

“No. 1 cannot Love the artist, yes. Love the art, yes. But only sepa
rately,” she conceded while her back slid down against the unstable support 
of the stuccoed wall.

He watched her fall to the stained hardwood.
She protested, “If that was my image, if it was me, it would be crouch

ing. Not standing. Made of roughly-wrought, tarnished bronze. It would be 
hollow. Not marble. Definitely not marble.” Her body posed this way, head 
fallen between the knees.

Lifting her to a pedestal of plaster, he cautiously positioned the hard
ened figure there. This was his masterpiece.

Sharon Fitzpatrick
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Two Prayers of the Old Woman for the Young 

— prayer of peach blossoms —

Young woman, sexual ?
for a year, . ^ ■ ■; T:ibK.
go back to the peach tree : ru i rb r V v'
and look again. . j , = y, i;
Feel again what you are feeling- ^ s; r v
if it has not happened yet, ;
it will not happen, -
soul caressing soul? , , y ^ «4

go back, young lover, j /,
to the peach tree t b I b - v
and look again 7 I i
at the flowers ii > -l iv i
as the petals die,
as the petals fall into the wind,
lift and fall like old faces
laughing about their wedding day,
and look again at the hollow
where the lonely pollen halo shrivels.
Return.
Learn the blossom’s way - 
to grow old, 
to release - 
is the soul’s way.
The flower does not cling to the fruit 
and the fruit does not bloom with the flower.
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— prayer of the sea —

Young woman, hiding 
from grief, 
go back to the ocean 
and look again.
Feel again what you are feeling - 
if you can’t stand at the edge of new life, 
you do not want to live, 
world growing old?
Go back, alone,
to the ocean
and look again
at the shore
as the waves reach up,
as the waves wither and curl into themselves, 
reach and wither handing empty shells to the beach, 
and look to the horizon beyond these waves.
Even past sight, the mass-grave sea is deepening. 
Return.
Learn the ocean’s way - 
to grow heavier 
past the restless shallows - 
is life’s way.
The shore is the worn fringe of the sea,
and deep sea,
where you must go,
offers you no place to stand.^ Liza Hyatt
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Death Before

A child died here.
The old child who naked 
danced under summer trees 
washed by rain.
She wandered into the trees, 
and lost herself.
She has been gone 
as long as there has been 
grief in wonder.

A girl died here.
An old girl, a young woman, 
who sat by the fire 
longing for the child to return, 
or to live forever in her place.
And then, she walked to the edge,
leaped, flew, flew until
the tips of her wings caught fire.
Began to bum.

There has been grief in wonder 
as long as
fire has been joined to weeping.
And these have been here
as long as old children have been
losing themselves in the woods,
and girls have been growing momentary wings.
This is the world where
the memory of lighming
is more palpable than its flare.
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After the fire
the one who next lives
will remember,
will remember,
will mourn,
not for the past.
but for the past’s future,
understanding
what she is meant to become.

This is the world where
people become
the ghosts of angels.

You Are Leaving
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SO 1 walk in February with my coat undone, ; .3,/ ,
the grey tails fluttering like a dying fish, . ,
my boay a slender set of bones. r i; ,.
1 open myself to the wind ^ i^v.
and you, , A

’; n' j i i-
your face tight with impatience. ,
You said Michigan maae you insane, ,j
especially this town, >j,,
the shoveling of snow, 
the dead trees, 
the endless waiting.
And then you rose shirdess 
from the couch and 
asked me to stay.

Tonight your hands will rest on my forehead, 
the Indian blanket in a knot at my feet, 
your eyes insisting that this is not enough 
anymore.
And you will make love to me in silence, 
drawing out the need to leave.

Desiree Hupy
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Stone

1 had a fantasy. I was lying on this soft bed made of stone. And 
beneath me there was this blond boy who looked frightened. I was 
cold and I was indifferent, I no longer wanted to clarify. I wanted to 
feel my teeth sinking into that weak skin and devour it, I wanted to 
fuck everything; to feed off the less fortunate.

I had a dream and you were staring up at me afraid. For a second I 
wanted to say that I loved you. Only all that didn’t seem to make sense 
when I knew that I was going to kill you. So I stopped with the eyes 
and kissed your lips which laid just as open as the rest of you. I had a 
dream that I kissed you, because I had once. You shuttered and 1 
reached into my pocket and slid the knife across your stomach. He 
tried to stop me, but couldn’t move. And then he relaxed. Tried to stop 
kissing me but knew that I loved him just the same. Couldn’t stop 
because I was showing him all that he could possibly hope to see. 
Because I was taking too much and the traps of time were woven. Now 
when I dove deeper into his flesh he didn’t notice. Didn’t notice when 1 
reached in and ripped his guts out. You didn’t notice that I was biting, 
that I had ripped it all out and that you were dead. You were dead and 
1 was alone and for some reason very satisfied with just that.

Alone, or do we have the child within us? The child, the teenager, 
the mother, the daughter, the pupil, the wife, the son, die blond boy, 
and the murderer. Can you tell me who I am? Can you see them all or, 
do you see what I see? What do you see and when will you bore me to 
your death?

Kina Murphy
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The stream 
Of loving forgiveness 
Which you scornfully seduced 
From my woman’s heart 
WiU always shelter my 
Thoughts of you.
Pride notwithstanding
Your eyes
Are the only eyes
Which left my woman’s tongue
Speechless.

Daphne Blumenthal

Her Grief

His father’s grief was wooden; it made a dull sound 
when he spoke.

His mother’s grief was britde; I heard it shatter 
like a china cup dropped on the hearth.

His wife’s grief rasped its way through dead leaves 
in the dry streambed of her marriage, 
back to the shelter of autumn nights 

where red leaves meant warm, shared comfort.
His daughter’s grief was a hothouse tulip; she blushed v »)

with her new freedom, fragile though it was.
; ; j'..

I Stand apart, in the comers of their eyes.
I knew that body too, with fingers, lips, eyes, tongue, 

and nose that remember his sycamore-leaf skin.
I breathe the warmed air of his nostrils.
1 thawed the stream of his passion and invited it in.

My grief is a solitary black cypress whose roots are nourished 
by the hot blood of my limbs and whose branches 

tangle with my hair to touch the stars.
Erin Milnes
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Clotheslines

There was a woman, once, who hung her laundry in her basement 
to dry. The parallel clotheslines were four: the first was anchored in 
the comers where the ceiling became acquainted with the wall. This 
line was so taut that even six pairs of jeans depressed it only three 
inches (at its lowest point, not necessarily the midpoint.) The second 
line was attached as high as the first; yet loose enough to reveal the 
first when six undershirts were hung. The third and fourth lines were 
suspended from the walls, each spaced two inches down from the 
previous clothesline. These lines were also taut, but since they were in 
the foreground, the woman never hung anything as weighty as jeans or 
beachtowels on them. Staring at them from the bottom of the stairs, 
the woman saw the positioning of the clotheslines as that of a major 
chord, the second line being a sort of trill within the chord.

When the woman did laundry—approximately every two weeks— 
the lines, usually so inconspicuous at the ceiling, were suddenly the 
focal point of the room.

The woman enjoyed the spacing of the lines. She enjoyed the base
ment gorged with color as if her closet had exploded. She enjoyed the 
fabrics in her wardrobe—their color, their texture. That was why she 
wore them. And to see them all at once, distant from her body, was 
overwhelmingly sweet to her sensory soul.

The woman’s sister found the clotheslines economical. And drying 
her clothes this way humidified the house. Her mother, of course, 
approved (since she was washing her clothes regularly, at least—at 
last). Her female friend would occasionally visit on laundry day and 
assist in the hanging of the clothing.

It was best not to plan too much. If matching socks were hung 
alongside one another, as her friend liked to do, there was a restriction 
on the design which was somehow brighter and more beautiful when 
random. The woman liked to be carefree when hanging her laundry. 
She could match the socks when they were ready to be filed in her 
drawer. Sometimes matching socks fell next to one another from out of 
the laundry bag. The woman didn’t mind.
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The woman found a male friend. Unsuspectingly, he entered her 
basement one laundry day and was stunned by the tangle of lines. He 
questioned her minutes later. “Why don’t you hang your laundry out
doors? Better yet, why don’t you use a dryer?” He pulled a sock from 
the line and dropped it on the stairs on his way out of the basement.

The woman, noticing it was a red sock, pulled its match from the 
line and, collecting the discarded sock, kneaded the two together and 
placed them in her freezer.

Another day, a second male friend found her laundry. He consid
ered her thoughtful, keeping the laundry inside to avoid depriving the 
grass of sun. (The woman smiled at his naive justification and invited 
him back.) It was several months later that he came again on a wash
ing day. He pulled a shawl from her line and held it to her shoulders. 
He admired the effect. She felt affected. She folded the shawl and 
huddled in bed for two days, a pink sheet at her skin.

While she was working on a design for a bridge to carry her city’s 
four-lane highway across a river, a man came to her door. He sold 
clothespins. He must have been starving. She bought him out of 
clothespins, even the olive green plastic ones.

Another male friend appeared. When he encountered her clothes
line, he smiled. He asked if he might help her fold her laundry, as he 
found it dry. She smiled.

They had a child who had, from the start, an attachment to the 
basement, sleeping in laundry baskets and teething on socks while in 
her father’s arms.

They lived a harmonious life. One day, when the woman was fold
ing laundry, the child became tangled in a sheet hanging on the line 
and ripped the second clothesline from the comer where the ceiling 
meets the wall. The clotheslines were moved to the attic, and in addi
tion to the original chord, two more harmonic trills were composed.

Every two weeks, the woman, the child, and the male friend 
watched as the laundry disappeared into the drawers.

Mary Wei liver
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1 hardly remember 
Sex

What it was like 
My first time

But then to step so proudly out 
Of this man’s house 
Strange house 
Dark late night sex house

Early dawn
Closing the door behind me 
Escaping successfully 
Having done it

Leaving that old wooden house 
With long thin soldier’s strides 
Marching out
Risen from the warm nothing bed

To walk, footed, into thin, brisk, cold, morning air 
Having achieved 
the lesson learned 
High-

Not quite aware of where I had been 
Not knowing really what I had done 
Dumb 
But alive

All in one piece 
In time 
Plenty of time
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To hear the church and school bells 
1 can hardly remember 
Why I felt so well 
Coming home from batde 
Feeling almost a show off

Sumrised that my girlfriend did not greet me with flowers knowingly 
^ at my doorsteps

Returned from his unknown hands 
almost enemy hands 
all night

What was it that he said to get me there?
What was it that we did that night?
He and I
I can only now see, vaguely, myself noticing that 1 was still alive

Funny how I can hardly
Remember
What it felt like
To have been transformed

And having arrived home 
Finally
I wonder how long I’ve been here? 
Over the years
Or has it been since that first night?

I whisper 
To myself “YES”
But 1 can’t remember 
“What was his name?”

Yolanda Rivera



A Jarring Note

Like Poet Plath, in metaphor, cut 
Off by grand malaise,

OT

I, too, am shut in by a jar, but 
Mine held mayonnaise.

Set on a hill in Tennessee,
A Wallace Stevens jar got praise;
Yet certainly it could not be 
A jar of mayonnaise.

Some poets have a gende Muse 
Who treads as light as morning dews 
And bids them tell of fragile things 
Like violets and angel wings;
And if they chance to speak of glass.
They rarely mention jars. Alas,
That 1 should have no nobler glaze 
At hand on which to drape a phrase—
No crystalline, no midnight ice— 
rd setde for a jar of spice, 
rd even take a pack of yeast.
Which has potential flair at least.
But no, my Muse is cruel and hard:
Of mayonnaise I am the bard;
On mayonnaise I base my fame.
And oh! the anguish! Oh! the shame!
But I console myself with this:
I’ll not be scorned for cowardice.
No other poet bom would dare 
To write of mayo jars. 1 swear 
No hardened hack, howe’er hokey 
Would touch it with a ten-foot trochee.
Not Yeats, not T.S. Eliot 
(Though Eliot comes close, 1 wot);
Not Dickinson, not Thomas Gray,
And certainly not Hemmingway;
Not even fearless Gertrude Stein 
Would risk so clearly asinine
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A course as the one I take;
No Visionary Beast of Blake 
Has any greater power to amaze.
Not to overstate, 1 feel a
Saint Theresa of Avila
Couldn’t match me even if she prays.
Laugh then. I’ll sight by my odd star,
And know that you will travel far 
To find an image more bizarre 
Than this, my large, fictitious jar 
That once held mayonnaise.

G.K. Bishop
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e revised version of an editorial which appeared in The Moon 6 
(^rch, in support of the Student Polity Council’s decision to charter the 

Women s Anthology Group, and to fund the Anthology.

That the abuse of women, both emotional and physical, has been a 
social]^ accepted phenomenon throughout recorded history is no se- 
Wfconvention (supposedly) protect women from 
hurdul practice. A problem still exists, however; one that is far more 
mtncate and complex than enfranchisement and civil rights. Often 
women recognize in themselves low-self esteem, a lack of drive self- 

sexual tendencies, and other problems which arise’from 
toe fact that we all cany the historical view of women somewhere 
^Ain us. Women have equal rights now, but they don’t have equal
JuethlnapSXne.’ psychological

rat toost easily seen difference between female and male is physi
cal. It IS evident that a woman’s body was meant to nurture, and a 
iMn s to hunt and build. These biological differences have traditionally 
^a^ to signify hur^n purposes and characteristics. The fe-
nwle has always been believed to be tondamentally passive, materialis
ts emouoMl and existent for the sake of others; whereas the male has 
^en considered dominant spiritual, rational and the primary subject 
of his own life story. The biological differences in mentality between 
females and ^les have never been established, and probably never 
wUl be. Our thought cannot be separated from learned behavioJ—even 

basis of thought, is learned. But this image of femininity
^lii fhi^n throughout histoiy have been unable to
^hze the fundamental human needs of independence and achieve-

Women have always been defined by their relationships to men 
(e.g. wife’ mother, sex object)—and by men. Discussing toe “arche- 

seminar is meaningless; at this point I really do not 
gire what Milton thought a woman should be. When we read Great 

documents, we are told to read “human” where we 
™ I never considered a difference between the two;
on ^3^ gender from his humanness. Woman,on the other hand, was considered of a different (and lesser) kind. It is 
Ume people began asking themselves: what is it to be woman’ This 

quesuon soon becomes adulterated, as we are unable to ask it 
without regard to the male-dominated, misogynist society from which
Page 43
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we have emerged. Nevertheless, women must try to ask the question 
purely and simply, ignoring as much as possible the definitions of 
woman as other and lesser which mankind has always imposed on her.

Thence comes the need to separate from men, even individual 
men, in order to come to a positive identity of the female. The 
Women’s Anthology Group (of which, incidentally, I am not a mem
ber) is striving to do exactly this. They have decided, despite pressure 
to the contrary, to exclude men from me creation process of the work. 
This decision was not motivated by malice. It was motivated the need 
to achieve seI/-definition for women, who have for too long been told 
by men what they are and should be.

The Anthology Group states in its charter that the works need not 
necessarily be about women. This too is valuable. They are not asking 
that we separate womanness from humanness. They are asking the 
question which was, for centuries, ignored: how does a human who 
happens to be female experience the world around her? It is not the 
subject matter that is restricted to womanhood, but the voices and 
perspectives. If anyone could write, for the Antoholo^, and about any
thing, then it would be no different from any other literary magazine. 
The point here is to isolate the female, so that her long-unheard voice 
can (hopefully) be understood. Only by separating women’s voices 
from those of men can the word “human” truly come to mean what it 
should: female as well as male.

This separation has been described by the Anthology Group’s many 
opponents as discrimination. At the Polity meeting of 1 March, 1992, 
they argued against the principle of spending Polity money on an 
organization which half the student body is not allowed to join. How
ever, even those most vehement objectors generally agreed that the 
Anthology is a good idea. The women involved have unsuccessfully 
attempted to solicit enough donation money to print the Antholop> 
without the Polity’s help. But the fact is that without the support of the 
Polity, the Anthology could not exist. I think that in the end, the Coun
cil voted it into existence because of the thing itself, the fact that it 
should happen, rather than on the basis of whether or not the prin
ciple of discrimination is acceptable. This seems appropriate to me. In 
a small community, where we are all endeavoring after truth together, 
we should be able to trust our judgment enough to vote for things, 
rather than for or against abstractions—and this, I think, is the true 
meaning of a democracy. But even those who object to the principle of 
discrimination should be able to see that behind the Women’s Anthol- 
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of 21 February, entitled “Some Thoughts About Reading Plato Today.” 
This lecture was about the current debate between the two “camps” 
into which today’s educational leaders have divided themselves. Those 
who push for diversity standards in schools seem, claimed Mr. Bruell, 
to view truth as being relative to the particulars of culture and societal 
background. As an example of this view, he cited an article in National 
Geographic which said of a Native American woman that she had “dis
covered” that she had been cursed; the word “discovered,” according 
to Mr. Bruell, does not question the truth of whether or not curses 
exist, but implies that everyone’s perception of truth is true. The 
“camp” with which St. John’s identifies he called “universal liberal
ism.” He defined this as the view that in our search for the ultimate 
truth (the existence of which he cited Plato’s works as showing), we 
do not judge works with regard to the authors’ backgrounds, but on 
the basis of whether or not their writings have merit, with regard to 
Truth.

I would like to argue that St. John’s, by its very nature, recognizes 
the academic need for diversity (defined by Webster’s College Dictio
nary as “difference; unlikeness”). The Program separates “Western” 
from “Eastern” tradition, so that we may more fully grasp what the 
authors that we read have to say. Certainly, we are trying to find the 
universal and timeless truths, but we, like everyone else, must do so 
through the context of a particular tradition. When the Instruction 
Committee decides which books will best aid us in achieving our 
goals, they do not ask: “who was more wise, Confucius or Aquinas?” 
Nor do they really question whether the Program should include Afri
can-American women. This is appropriate; we cannot possibly study 
all the great books ever written, and furthermore, these examples 
would simply be irrelevant to the tradition we are studying.

There have been times in seminar when I have wanted to stand on 
my chair with a bullhorn and yell, “If truth is not relative, why can’t I 
express my ‘modern 20th century views’ in seminar?” As regards ulti
mate truth, I am quite sure that Aristotle was wrong about women. 
Great though his Books may be. But I know why I cannot do this. Not 
only would it be disruptive, but I would not learn a thing were I not to 
suspend disbelief for a while. When we read the Great Books, we must 
recognize that every person, every culture, experiences truth differ
ently. This does not mean that truth is relative, but that we, who are 
each constricted by the context into which we were born, can only 
learn by examining the beliefs and perceptions of others.
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What the Anthology Group is doing is no different from what the 
St. John’s Program does. They are separating a particular group from 
the rest of humanity, so that we can examine it in depth. Whether or 
not “female human” should be considered separately from “male hu
man” is not the issue, since, in fact, we have already inherited diverg
ing views of the two sexes. And although our male ancestors tell us 
repeatedly what “female human” is, few of our female ancestors tell us 

Hence the appalling but unavoidable lack of women on 
the Program. All we can do, as women, is create our own tradition, 
based on but not subject to that which we have inherited, thereby 
coming to an understanding of womankind as perhaps different, but as 
glorious and human as is man. Maybe someday humans will be so 
homogenized that there will be no diversity among peoples; fortu
nately this day has not yet arrived and we can still explore with awe 
the variety whereby the One has unfolded into many.

So, yes, we are all souls. Fundamentally all humans are very much 
alike. But we are also different. At St. John’s we study a particular 
tradition in depth, in an attempt to discover the truth and beauty 
which are common to all. Unfortunately, not everything that we read 
here is universal and timeless; if it were, it would have benefited all of 
humankind, always. We cannot turn the clock back; nor should we 
reject our culture. There exists already a rich body of works on the 
subject of mankind; women have only recently begun to realize that 
they are just as human as are men, and that they too have something 
to contribute to the intellectual world. It will be interesting to discover 
what men, here, today, think about women. But first women must 
separate so as to discover for themselves what humanity, and female
ness, entail. I can only thank Goddess that the Polity has allowed the 
Women’s Anthology Group the opportunity to begin this endeavor.

Daphne Blumenthal
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Valentine Treatise

We women produce many important scents:
The odor of blood is largely ours,
Its metallic, salt taste;
The ammonia burst of birth belongs wholly to us.
There are others: spring soil, yeasty bread.
The clean and pungent succulence of our private moments

However, a certain scent we cannot produce
Is essence of man. i •
This is a gift, given in closeness—
A subtle celebration.
It is highly complex (men delight in complexity)
And linked with heat.

Sun warmed hair blends with mild sweat;
Tobacco smoke overlays
the roast-nut redolence of dermal oils;
There is the hint of distant flowers;
And the secret of semen—
A bitter, pepper trace—
Diffuses through all.

I myself find this scent
As necessary and alien to my body as food.
It recalls me to the hard yielding of lips:
Pliant and full, with muscle, teeth, and jawbone under.

G.K. Bishop
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Woman, you walk tall 
And make me wonder 
At all you’ve known.
Woman, you’ve drunk rain.
You have walked with the wind in your teeth.
You’ve known thunder and mud.
You are bare feet and worn hands.
You are bare feet and naked breast.
You are sun, storm, and soul.
Your blood is of the ocean;
Your mind of God.
Woman, you’ve scattered grain.
You’ve splashed water and dug roots.
You have home children.
You have buried the dead.
You’ve spit and smiled.
And made religious holidays.
You have thought and prayed.
You cling to tears and laughter 
Like grasses to the earth.
You’ve risen up singing—
With your feet on the ground you have flown.

Teresa Hennigan
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I feel good about it. I have truly enjoyed my body. As far as getting 
me around, through motion, it has been good. Oh, yes, I love it.”

I am accepting it now but that is probably because I have a man who 
accepts it.”
“I am not very in my body. I don’t really appreciate it....I don’t experi
ence it as my body.”
“It is just another thing I have to worry about and care for.”
“I’d better (like it). I’m not much without it!”

J. Huebert

What do you think of your body? Responses from five women:

J. Huebert



J. Huebert



Retching bile into a loving cup, 
I give up.
1 don’t want to win.
I have nothing to contest.
I am a void,
Too vast 
And thin
To love. I can be destroyed 
Or not, at anyone’s request;
I’ve lost 
My grip 
Of power, and 
I’m free.
At last.
To take 
The hand.
To kiss the lip.
Millennium cold.
Of Motherdeath, which,
Sugargold
And needlefrost.
I’ll taste.
And fire.
To poison me.
To make me rich.
To make 
Me spark 
With hot desire 
For waste 
And dark.
And grave attire.
And shiftless time.
I’m a hole. I’m 
A shell around 
A lack—
Tombstone clit 
And bodygash—
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Brown 
As shit 
And black 
As trash.

Gutting blackness from my head, 
I see red:
Splintered scarlet, ruddy
Jag,
Winy thorn and crimson rag; 
Carmine smears.
Magenta blaze;
Ru% sparkle, jolt and haze. 
(Spinning gears 
And going down:
Nothing mere but muddy 
Brown,

' ikewarm black—

I’m taking 
Back.
Red the truth, the aching 
Way,
Leading
Me to silvergrey 
And icy blue;
Bleeding
Me away from you.)
I do
Anything 1 please: ? r 5 -; s n f!
Execute
My fantasies.
I berserk,
I go alone;
Shoot
At will and jerk 
The fuse;
Explode 
Out of the stone 
You choose.
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My sisters, real;
My Graces, fair,
Bind
My wounds with their 
Own hair;
Seal
My
Hurts by 
Speaking 
Charms—
Astounding
Strength in women’s arms.
Surrounding
Me, a five
Point star:
Seeking 
Them, I find 
They Are.
Alive,
They form a pentagram; 
They crown me 
In the heart—
I am.
Celebrating in a dance.
The excellence 
Of high romance.
Lovingly 
We start 
To wheel.
Bruising serpents 
Heel by heel.

G.K. Bishop
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Echoes of walking on all fours:

Isn’t it funny the way we still swing our arms?
Especially round-hipped, high-heeled women.
They swing their arms like clock pendulums 
to ballast and balance the roundness midway up.

Anne Boynton

Morning Run 

I run
and I breathe,
I breathe,
1 run
until my blood
breathes,
leaps forward,
races to fuel flesh,
and every bit of me
pulses, sweats, feeds,
and each cell is
pumping blood
and this body is
one muscle,
one life-giving muscle,
and I run with the legs of my heart,
breathe through the nose of my heart,
stride from the hips and the shoulders
and the cunt of my heart,
and meet the earth with each sole of my heart.

Liza Hyatt
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From one who has lost her faith.

One in the family has kept his faith.
He loves his life for that alone;

He sees numerical sweetness in the universe: 
threes curling down past threes,

Scales climbing over other scales;
Like stairs, each event 

Building on die one before.
Supporting the one after.

All too simple, all too complex.
To be random or chemical.

Directed by conviction, he sheds the chaos, 
anoints his sister’s bitter tears 

With words of his vision:
It is accomplished.

This only illuminates the growing distance 
As he goes deeper 

Under God’s 
Protective wing.

Sarah Van Duesen
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The Real Thing 

Sometimes...
I want to reach past your fluffy 

French 
flounce 
and frills,

Into your heart 
and yank it out 

Whole

Leaving
a bloody mess 

on the floor.
Marian Dixon

1
I

grunting and
groaning
Is there meaning

in moaning? 
bumping and grinding 
We find ourselves binding

deep in the moments of heat
deep in the depths of the place where we meet
deep...

Marian Dixon
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1 starved my body 
and kept her from

what she wanted 
and needed

to survive.

My body responded
with a voracious appetite 

for the things
that I had expressly not allowed her 

to enjoy.

It took me and my body
seventeen years to get on with our lives 

That’s a long time 
to learn 
how to like

a friend.
Marian Dixon

Heavy belly feeling
pulls me to the Center 
of this Mass of human flesh 
which is my own.

Pulling me down 
to the earthly part 
of myself.

Familiar Female Feeling 
Lunar tides 
and looney people 
know it too.

Marian Dixon
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I have no hands
and a heart that did not form.
Whatever 1 was hoping for 
is fading.
I have no throat to say it, 
but the work that was begun 
cannot be finished.
I must sink back into water,
a bead of ghost fat
hidden from light,
slipping into the muddy flow
which will carry me back to the wet earth.
There were others beside me,
like me,
half alive,
no hands,
no throats,
no voices.
They will follow, wanting to live.
For now the blood must grieve.
I will not be.

Liza Hyatt
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Diagnosis

Way down in the pit of you,
In your darkest, bloodiest place.
Where none knows or sees.
It grows.
Cells.
No shape, no variety.
No purpose but to grow and divide.
Feeding on blood to grow and make more 
Cells.
When do we decide if this is death or life?
Your mother’s entire substance will be devoured 
by her cells
As yours will too, eventually.
Our fecundity precedes but presumes our death.
Yet we stake blood claim on the future with totipotent 
cells.
Grasping, gathering, hoarding
the teeming possibilities that we will not fulfill
ourselves.

■

'ii ..

Demi M. Rasmussen
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In The Act Of Sex 

In the act of sex,
the woman opens to the driving penis 
pounding begins in gentle thumps 

The blows resound in him but the feeling, sometimes, 
only a distant echo for her.

She drifts,
into her own pleasure for a while 

the filling 
the completion
the pleasure of the tug and slap 

and will come to, realizing she is centered on her self, 
alone

Her eyes will open to the 
man looking down on her 
-wondering where she is-

He knows she is not with him 
in the act of sex, 

but can’t imagine where
she could be-

off, by herself like that-

She sees incomprehension and confusion covering his look

and

smiles to herself 

what a secret she has
what a place she sometimes goes that no man sees

Even when his eyes and body search her’s 
they see only the opening, not what is inside, 

in the act of sex
Anonymous
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The Appointment

“How do you feel?”
She was sitting across from him on a vinyl chair, her handbag sat in 

her lap. She was an attractive woman in her late 20’s. Her hair was 
neady brushed, her complexion was clear, she had an open, honest 
face, a broad smile. There was very litde deception in her appearance. 
She was wearing a light summer dress, sandals, and no makeup. She 
looked very composed, and she had to crack a smile when she heard 
the doctor’s all too familiar question. She knew that these guys were 
into knowing how people feel, but she didn’t think that would be the 
first question.

“About what?” She smiled again, the way people do when they’re 
playing a game and know they’re on the winning side. She wanted to 
play with him because she didn’t take any of this psycho-analysis stuff 
seriously at all. She was sitting in this office due to her boyfriend’s 
3ersuasion, and it was he who had the problem, not her. But she loved 
lim and agreed in the end to go visit this doctor friend of his whom he 
lad been seeing on a regular basis for years.

Doc smiled at her. It was hard not responding to her smile. 
“Well...” Doc glanced down at his desk and paused momentarily, but 
not long enough to suppose he didn’t know what approach to take. He 
did.

“Why don’t we begin by you telling me about your relationship 
with Steven.” He was still smiling, but not sarcastically. He knew she 
didn’t want to be there; he was amused by her flippancy, and familiar 
with reluctance to therapy.

The young woman looked over at Steven. The three formed a tri
angle; both clients were sitting opposite the two comers of Doc’s desk, 
with Doc smack in the middle. The woman observed this and again 
smiled with amusement. “We’re a unit now, us three,” she thought. 
Steven attempted a smile back at her, assuming her smile was meant 
for him. He found far less amusement in this visit. He was tense, 
nervous, and awkward. Even though he wanted this meeting to occur, 
he felt she was invading a space that was for years his own. He felt a 
closeness to the doctor; a few years back he and the doctor had to 
make an agreement that if therapy sessions were to continue between 
them, a friendship outside of the office wouldn’t be possible. It wasn’t 
professional, and despite their fondness for one another, it would ruin 
any work that they might possibly accomplish during therapy.
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“You want me to tell you how 1 feel about Steven in front of him?”
“Not necessarily about Steven, but about your relationship. What 

do you like about the relationship? What works?”
She took this question seriously, and thought for a few moments, 

looking out the window behind Doc’s desk. “It’s starting,” she thought. 
“Here 1 am. In therapy.” She lost her train of thought about Steven and 
the relationship and recalled her first meeting with Doc (whom she 
knew as “Bob” prior to meeting him, but now felt a certain security in 
referring to him, cynically, as “Doc”). Just a few minutes ago she was 
standing in the doorway of his office shaking his hand, telling him 
how much she’d heard about him, and how nice it was to finally meet 
him (which was true). Steven had talked at length about his sharpness, 
his sense of humor, his understanding of Steven’s difficulties in life. 
And now Bob was no longer a nice person in Steven’s life whom she 
had looked forward to meeting. Here he was, in the flesh, sitting across 
from her, asking therapy-type questions. The role he played in her 
mind suddenly switched from being Steven’s therapist to being her 
therapist. She was uncomfortable with the whole idea.

She became awkwardly aware that Doc and Steven were waiting for 
her response. She fidgeted in her chair. Then, determinedly she looked 
at Doc and said, “Well, a lot works. We love each other. I know that I 
could sum up our basic problem in one, maybe two sentences. And 
then we’d spend hours, or months, discussing it and risk the chance of 
getting nowhere.” She looked at Steven, who was looking down at the 
beige carpeted floor. He was vulnerable, and she knew that by saying 
the wrong thing she would hurt him, which she didn’t want to do. She 
made an effort to stop rambling and get to the point. “He rarely makes 
love to me. He is turned off hy my bodily fluids. 1 feel dirty. I feel 
unattractive. When we’re in bed together, I feel like shit.” She was 
keenly aware that these words would hurt Steven. She was describing 
the worst scenario that had happened to her, and didn’t always feel 
like shit when they were in bed together, but the words needed to 
come out if she wanted Doc to understand some of what was going on 
between her and Steven. She kept her eyes averted from her lover, and 
said to Doc, “O.K. That was more than two sentences. So I lied.” Bob 
looked her squarely in the face. “Why do you feel like shit?” She 
immediately snapped at him, losing her composure, her humor. “Well, 
wouldn’t you, damn it? Think about it.”

She could definitely be as ugly and unattractive as she was beauti
ful. She knew when she was being ugly, and turned it on almost as
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proof to people that she wasn’t just a pretty face. She couldnt stand 
diat expression. Her father once said, in jest, that she got the looks and 
her sister got the brains. She recalled that with shame and anger. 
There’s truth to humor. (She knew that her father didn’t think of her 
as unintelligent, but any association with just being a pretty face made 
her blood boil. Besides, her father’s comment was as much of an insult 
to her as it was to her sister. Why did he say that? Did he pu^osely 
want to hurt us? she thought. He had said it in front of both ot them.;

“Yes, I probably would,” came Bob’s cool response. “He^hurt you 
and it’s not surprising that you may at times feel pretty lousv.”

“Excuse me, but what do you mean I hurt her? 1 would never do 
anything (he said that word emphatically) to hurt Susan. You know 
I’m not trying to hurt you.” He looked at Su with a kind of pleading m 
his eyes. His eyes were soft brown with a hint of green to thern. Su still 
got pleasure in the way he looked at her at times. She thought of me 
word ‘melt.’ Steven had a certain way of turning his head to the side, 
his eyes lowered, his lips slightly parted, that she loved. She thought ot 
herself as a schoolgirl with a melting crush on Steven when he looked 
like that. Also, he was a handsome man. But there wasnt a hint ot 
vanity in his chiseled features; his appearance was attractive, tnendly, 
and like Susan’s face, his was open and trustworthy. Bob watched the
two sets of lovers’eyes interact with each other.

“You’ve hurt her already, Steven, whether it was intentional or not 
is another question. But you have hurt her. That’s one of the reasons 
why you’re here.”

Doc delivered this matter-of-factly. i 1. .
Su watched Doc. The hurt came back to her stomach. Wi^ Docs 

affirmation that she was hurt, is still being hurt, somehow the hurt was 
more painful than ever before. If she were asked to descnbe the hun, 
she couldn’t. It was something that started in the pit of her stolen, 
and rose to her chest, then eventually found its way to her tear ducts.
But she couldn’t describe how that hurt actually felt.

Su kept looking at Doc as Steven spoke. “It’s true that I have 
difficulty making love to Susan. 1 don’t know what it is. 1 love her. I 
love Su more than I have loved anyone.” “Except Minx,” Susan inter
jected with a quiet smile, still looking at Doc (Minx was Stevens
Persian cat.) iii.ii ua“Not true.” Steven looked at Su and laughed slightly. Aiiyway,
she knows how much I love her and we’ve been through all this 
before ” He sighed. “I don’t know what’s wrong with me. I know its



mostly my fault, this whole sex thing, but it’s not just me who has sex 
problems. Su can’t orgasm.” He paused before he said that last sen
tence, keeping his eyes focused on Bob when he said it.

“Yes I can. Just not when there’s a person in the same room.” Su 
laughed ironically. “But can you believe he doesn’t like my bodily 
fluids? Or any bodily fluids? That’s what sex is all about, damn it.” She 
was getting excited. Her eyes flashed from Doc to her lover. She sat 
upright in her chair. “Isn’t it? I mean, if you love someone, you love 
them inside and out. It’s crazy. My wetness is me. My mucus is me.” 
Su let her tears roll down her cheeks. She was no longer concentrating 
on looking at Doc. She put her head in her hands and wailed. It was a 
sound that filled the quiet office. The sound erupted as if it had been 
under lock and key for decades. Her body was sobbing and shaking 
uncontrollably. “Sometimes I feel—I feel as if we’re—^we’re related 
somehow.”

Her elbows rested on her knees. She rubbed her eyes with the 
palms of her hands. Saying that last sentence helped the crying slow 
down. She breathed deeply and thought about how she and Steven had 
talked about their closeness, and how often it seems as if they’ve 
known each other for years.

Steven stood in front of her. He touched her hair, then knelt, in 
front of her chair. He leaned his head in her lap, his arms he clasped 
around her buttocks. She stroked his hair, his back, then lay her head 
on his back and dried her tears on his cotton sweatshirt. They whis
pered to each other quietly, and were still for a few minutes. Steven 
lifted himself and looked at Su, then stood up and walked back to his 
chair.

Su got up and grabbed a couple of tissues from the box on the 
comer of Doc’s desk. “Let’s go to lunch, honey. I’m starving.” She 
blew her nose. Hard.

Steven walked over to her again and embraced her. Both smiled. Su 
rabbed her face in his armpit, her favorite feline thing to do. She said, 
with her head still buried, “At lunch we can talk about our genealo
gies, our parents’ lives in Poland, how our eyes are almost the same 
color, and in the meantime discover that we’re really long lost brother 
and sister. Who would want to make love to their sibling? It’s the only 
answer. What do you think?” She looked at Doc, still in Steven’s arms. 
Doc looked at them, not analytically, but with envy. He opened his 
appointment calendar, looking for a space for their next appointment 
and thinking, sadly, about his own relationships and how the focus of 
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them all was purely, without a shade of doubt, sex. “I think we need to 
concentrate on the issue of sex, and what about it that inhibits you 
both. You have a great love.” He watched the lovers, who were still 
embracing. “How about next Monday?”

Anonymous
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In the Bathroom

I have several pieces of art on my bathroom walls. They are not 
originals; they are reproductions. Two are black-and-white postcards; 
two are pages torn from magazines printed on newsprint paper. I’m 
not an art critic or a literary critic, so I will describe them to you and 
then tell you what I see. Maybe it is because I am working to become a 
writer of good fiction that 1 believe we improvise our way to truth. We 
tell multiple lies on our journey for truth. Our fictions are oscillations 
of truth. Does Truth exist? 1 doubt it. But we can feel ourselves veer 
toward a resting-place as we play with alternatives. Jung said, “The 
creation of something new is not accomplished by the intellect but by 
the play instinct acting from inner necessity. The creative mind plays 
with the objects it loves.” (Free Play, 42). Therefore, this is a fictional 
essay (an essay in the guise of fiction, a fiction in the guise of an essay) 
and I wrote it to discover some truth about the art in my bathroom.

The first postcard is a photograph taken in Czechoslovakia in 
1967. There are three boys standing facing the camera in the middle of 
a field. Behind them, about forty feet away, is a little decrepit wooden 
building with a sort of picket fence around it. It looks too run-down to 
be a dwelling-place, but I don’t know what housed people in Czecho
slovakia in 1967, and I have not bothered to find out. To the left and 
right of the building girls are standing and with them younger children 
too ageless to be sexed from forty feet. They might be girls because 
their hair is longish, but I cannot be sure. The three boys stand in a 
foreshortened triangle, the one in the middle being set back a few feet 
from the other two.

Each of the boys has his thin chest puffed so the ribs show, fists 
clenched, and skinny arms flexed in a Charles Atlas pose. Their heads 
are sunken into their shoulders like retreating tortoises, except the 
middle one at the apex of the triangle, who can’t seem to get it quite 
right, he is not looking at the camera but at the ground with an 
expression of endurance. He is the tallest and narrowest and his el
bows are bent too much; his arms are like bats’ wings without the 
coimecting membrane. His mouth is twisted because he is holding his 
breath to keep his chest puffed. The boy on the left has his arms flung 
punching forward and his head back as he glares at the camera with 
black and insolent eyes. He has flung himself into his attitude like a 
rooster. His belt is not as tight as it should be and his white underwear 
creeps out over the waist of his pants. The boy on the right is my
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favorite. He has the widest chest, the narrowest waist, the thinnest 
arms, the shortest hair. He looks at the camera, too, but his head is 
straight and he is frowning sadly. His hands are rolled up, but his 
wrists point outward, not in towards his body; like a pinned frog or 
stunned butterfly he waits patiently for the examination to end when 
he can walk his legs out of their locked V position and run off to the 
field’s open spaces.

When I look at this photograph 1 wonder whose idea it was that 
the boys stand this way. I wonder if they ran up to the photographer 
away from the girls and struck poses until the photographer shot 
them. I wonder if the photographer laughingly lured them with treats 
or the human instinct to be captured, and die girls were told to stay 
back, or merely filtered away through the brush, retreating from the 
strange spectacle of their brothers to the collapsing shack.

The photograph of the women, ripped from a copy of Interview 
magazine, seems famous. They stand at the tiled chrome-edged 
counter of a New York cafe, according to the advertisement, except 
they look Parisian. It is possible that they are in fact Parisian and a 
clever American advertising firm cursorily slapped “Cafe Luxembourg, 
New York City” under the image. I have not bothered to find out. They 
look Parisian to me because the bar has the slick and angular atmo
sphere of the twenties, or perhaps the fifties, and because the women 
are naked and they are not thin. They are not fat, either, they are 
voluptuous. The two on the right have their backs to the camera; the 
one in the center has short curly hair, an earring in her left ear, a 
necklace rounding her neck. Her weight on her left foot, her head is 
turned slighdy towards the woman on the left and her left hand is 
placed frankly on her hip. The woman on the right stands close by, left 
hand hanging holding a lit cigarette near the central woman’s thigh. A 
round watch with a white face and a metal band is fastened around her 
wrist. Her mass of black curly hair hangs low to her waist. Her back is 
deliberate; like the boy on the left, she is insolent. We do not need to 
see her face to know this.

On the left a face greets us. It is a pretty face, and the lips are dark 
with lipstick. Her hair is bobbed and dark. She is the spokeswoman for 
the three, and she looks at the viewer as if to say, “We are here. We are 
not asking you if you want anything. I turned around to look at you 
because you entered and interrupted us. The others are not going to 
turn, and when this moment is passed 1 will go back to them and our 
exchange.” She faces the viewer and so is no longer anonymous, but
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she has also revealed nothing about herself. Although there is a mirror 
on the wall above the bottles, we cannot see their reflection in it from 
this angle. The women are naked, but they are not nude: “To be 
naked,” says John Berger in Ways of Seeing, “is to be one’s self. To be 
nude is to be seen naked by others and yet not recognized for one’s 
seir (W5, 54). The women are not, in my sensibility, exposed; in spite 
of the public nature of the empty bar, in spite of that woesome phallic 
symbol, the cigarette, in spite of their dancers’ black heels; they are 
not, paradoxically, on display.

These are the Three Graces revisited, dispelling the cold and clini
cal surroundings of the modern meeting-place with their act of private 
flesh. Aglaia, Euphrosyne and Thalia: Splendor, Mirth and Abundance, 
a triple incarnation of grace and beauty. Their figures are abundant, 
splendid and mirthful, and they rejoice without need of an audience.

The only color reproduction is the cover tom from a Washington, 
D.C. City Paper commemorating Adams-Morgan Week, the celebration 
of a polymorphic, polyphonic neighborhood. Adams-Morgan’s streets 
dispelled the voracious circumlocutions of the city, of a capital with its 
organized disorganization, mellifluous cacophony. Some called it hip, 
but it was only then beginning the process of acquiring that self- 
consciousness known as “gentrification,” of becoming a toyland in the 
midst of a wasteland. If you really wanted to be knocked off your feet, 
Georgetown was the place for rapacious abduction.

There is a cast not of abduction about this painting, but release. Its 
predominant tone is warm; the faces and limbs of the dancing couple 
are a deep brown. The man wears black pants and coat, the woman a 
black skirt and ochre blouse. Her legs are bare and she has one kicked 
up behind her. Her head is tossed back; she wears a top hat and a 
huge, fat-lipped grin. The man’s head is bent forward toward her neck 
as they clasp one hand and he holds her waist in the other. His nails 
are light against his dark hand. They are doing the jitterbug, according 
to the artist, on a boardwalk by the sea, captured full swing, full 
explosion. The painter has rendered one of her breasts round, the 
other pointed; it is the pointed breast which, jutting into the man’s 
white shirt, forms a third point of contact after the clasped hands and 
grasped waist.

Why is one breast pointed? She is the one thrust forward, head 
bent back, torso leaning into the man, while his is curved concavely 
around hers. Unlike formal waltzers, where the women glide propelled 
like dead leaves in a stream, this dancer can scarcely contain herself in 
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Ae dance. His feet do not leap; they are planted on the ground. While 
in the jitterbug men are generally supposed to lead, I cannot tell from 
the moment frozen in the painting if he leads her actions or she his. 
But its ambiguity and exuberance and enthusiasm are the reasons why 
I like this painting. I like the pointed breast of self-propelled participa
tion; someone could argue that the pointed breast signifies arousal, but 
I think it means more joy in full measure.

The last is another black-and-white postcard. It is a photograph of 
Picasso and his family taken in 1957. Picasso is round-bellied now and 
what hair remains on his head is white. He sits in profile to the viewer, 
his right hand on the arm of his wooden chair, his left holding a 
cigarette up in the air. Before him stands a dining table covered with a 
cloth and a bottle, a glass, paper, prints, boxes of pencils. Around it sit 
children drawing. If they are all his children I do not know. I have not 
bothered to find out. Two boys face the viewer. One is busily drawing. 
The other has a finger or pen in his open mouth as he looks off to the 
side, perhaps across the table at the woman or girl on the right who is 
drawiiig. I assume it is a woman even though her back is to us because 
her hair is long, compared to the visible males, all of whom have short 
hair, and one thumb seems to have nailpolish on it. By her size she is 
older than the others. Next to her is another child, back to the viewer, 
about the same age as the boys, hair cut in a page-boy. One hand feels 
the pencils in a box. This child is bare from the waist up, as is 
everyone in the room except the woman on the right. It must have 
been summer or a tropical place.

But what is Picasso thinking?—surrounded by his family, his walls, 
his art (there’s a painting on one wall and another on an easel, a big 
sculpted head on a marble sideboard with innumerable boxes of differ
ent sizes littered around it, and a lamp, a small clock, a large jug with 
dead plants sticking from its mouth, a decorated ceramic bowl hanging 
on the wall, another lamp on the left of the shelf and an elongated bird 
standing behind it)—any hazarded guess I could make would be fic- 
tive. He is very solemn; he sits apart, removed from the table; he might 
be looking at them with fondness or thinking of something else en
tirely, but he is not scowling. He looks old; his hand clutches the arm 
of the chair as if to hold on to the present, to feel the ground course up 
through the wood; the other flutters in the air with the cigarette roving 
like an antenna eating random signals.

What difference does it make that I know my speculation is fic
tion? In any encounter with visual, non-verbal art, we are forced to 
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project ourselves into the image. We can’t ask the lines, colors, the 
objects, the subjects, what they want or feel or want us to want or 
feel. Usually we can’t ask the artist what she or he was thinking about 
when they pressed the shutter or drew the brush across the linen or 
thumped their fist into a mass of cold clay. And to you, everything I 
say is also a fiction; you can’t see these photographs and this painting 
because I haven’t shown them to you; they might not exist for you 
except as words on the page unless you have seen them elsewhere, 
and if you haven’t, you can’t be certain that they exist anywhere but 
here. How far to stretch the illusion? Just as there exist the gaps 
between what I see and what I feel and what my words can say, mere 
lies the gap between what I say and what you hear.

John Berger says in Ways of Seeing that, “Soon after we can see, we 
are aware that we can also be seen...The reciprocal nature of vision is 
more fundamental than that of spoken dialogue. And often dialogue is 
an attempt to verbalize this—an attempt to explain how, either meta
phorically or literally, ‘you see things,’ and an attempt to discover how 
‘[s]he sees things’” (WS, 99).

So I am seeing a photograph of perhaps the most famous painter 
of this century, famous for “how he saw things,” and wondering if I 
can know from this photograph anything of what he is seeing, or saw, 
at that instant in time. And, in this photograph he is doing nothing 
but seeing. He is sitting back form the table his family sits at. What 
does he see? He sees them at play. They are working at playing, 
exercising the difference within the sameness of pencil and paper.

The way I see the other reproductions on the wall contains the 
same element: everyone in them is playing. The boys are playing at 
being men by flexing their undeveloped muscles; they are exhibiting 
their desire for manhood to the photographer, and incidentally to me. 
They are playing within the social expectations of what men are sup
posed to be: strong and virile. But the expressions on their faces belie 
their ambiguous relation to this expectation: it is a strain. There is 
defiance in the boy on the left because he wants to remove any trace 
of doubt in our mind and therefore his own, that he is capable of 
becoming a man. There is sadness in the face of the boy on the right 
because he has not mustered the mask of defiance to disguise it. And 
the boy in the middle exhibits neither doubt nor defiance because he 
is concentrating so hard on the act of flexing that he cannot be self- 
conscious. Perhaps “playing” is not the right word, then; rather they 
are “practicing,” in the way we imagine stereotypical third-graders 
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miserably memorizing their times-tables. They do this in order to ac
quire a skill, to be accepted in their environment, not because they are 
creating themselves, not because it brings joy.

The Modem Graces are playing at subversion. They subvert the 
historical visual representation of how women have been seen. They 
are women that seem to be playing at “girls,” i.e., adult females whose 
sense of self is defined primarily by the perceptions of others. Yet upon 
closer inspection, this play is an illusion. They take themselves seri
ously, and do not seek to see themselves through anyone else’s eyes. 
But they are not without humor; the joke is, you see, on the viewer. 

This is in contrast to the historical Western tradition of “seeing”:

According to usage and conventions which are at last being 
questioned but have by no means been overcome, the social 
presence of a woman is different in kind from that of a man. A 
man’s presence is dependent upon the promise of power which 
he embodies...The promised power may be moral, physical, 
temperamental, economic, social, [intellectual]—but its object 
is always exterior to the man. A man’s presence suggests what 
he is capable of doing to you or for you...

By contrast, a woman’s presence expresses her own attitude 
to herself, and defines what can and cannot be done to her...

To be born a woman has been to be bom, within an allotted 
and confined space, into the keeping of men...But this has been 
at the cost of a woman’s self being split in two. A woman must 
continually watch herself...

[Sjhe comes to consider the surveyor and the surveyed 
within her as two constituent yet always distinct elements of 
her identity as a woman.

She has to survey everything she is and everything she does 
because how she appears to others, and ultimately how she 
appears ter men, is of crucial importance for what is normally 
thought of as the success of her life. Her own sense of being in 
herself is supplanted by a sense of being appreciated as herself 
by another...

One might simplify this by saying: men act and women ap
pear. Men look at women. Women watch themselves being 
looked at...The surveyor of woman in herself is male; the sur
veyed, female. Thus she turns herself into an object—and most 
particularly an object of vision: a sight. (WS, 45-47)
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The Modern Graces subvert this traditional view because as the 
woman on the left looks at us it is to state that they have a way of 
seeing themselves that is indifferent to the viewer. Even the fact that 
this photo has become part of an advertisement does not, for me, alter 
this; the change in context administers no change of content. I am too 
busy wondering how to reach their state of abundance, splendor, and 
mirth in myself to think about where to eat in New York. The boys, on 
the other hand, are consciously making themselves objects of 
surveyance, but it is in the guise of action (exhibition of manhood); 
they are playing at acting, not at appearing.

The dancers play, too, as dance is a form of play, sometimes spiri
tual, sometimes secular, in which the purpose is often the escape from 
the self, of giving oneself up. Giving oneself up for what? For the sake 
of re-discovering oneself through a communal act. This is amplified by 
the way they are painted: their forms are more abstract and expression- 
istic than representational, and their eyes are not depicted in their 
faces. Hence they give no feeling of self-consciousness, no sense of 
seeing or being seen by me, of being on display. Their participation is 
equal and their plenitude is directed at each other, not at the viewer.

In seeing Picasso, a consummate player of twentieth century, not at 
play but seeing others play at his game, I am suddenly in a hall of 
mirrors. There springs up a concatenation of similitude: you, reading 
(hearing) a fiction I, possibly also a fiction in your mind, have created 
while seeing a fiction of a creator seeing his creations create fictions. 
And you, I must add, are only a fiction in my mind: I’m writing for my 
ideal reader.

With my bathroom walls, then, I play with myself. Together these 
visual fictions remind me of the cultural fictions that have been cre
ated by our society: the illusion of manhood; the illusion of woman
hood; dancers spiritually seeking syncopation; a mythologized creator 
watching his creations mimic him. They also remind me of the tension 
between the illusion and what lies beneath it: musc4es sore horn 
clenching, sweat pouring from the heat of the dance, the hand that 
paints stilled, the pain of the woman whose flesh has been treated not 
as subject but as object. They remind me that, perforce, we invest our 
surroundings with meaning.

And why do I think we invest our surroundings with meaning, 
whether we intend to or not? For when I decided what I would put up 
on the walls in my bathroom, I did not consciously see any intercon
nection between these images. In fact, when I sat down to write this 
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piece, I did not know what I was going to talk about, although I did 
know that there was something in there, in the bathroom, that I had to 
talk about. I was not sure that there was any meaning to be conveyed at 
all. I could have looked up some critical thought in a book and re
sponded to it. I could have accepted the meaning that some authority 
gave me, without ever tapping the unconscious associations I had 
formed in my sleep. Instead I wanted to simply describe what I saw 
and figure out what those images said to me, to discover why they 
belonged together. Wendell Berry, in his essay “Poetry and Marriage” 
describes the state 1 was in better than I can: “It may be that when we 
no longer know what to do we have to come to our real work and that 
when we no longer know which way to go we have begun our real 
journey. The mind that is not baffled is not employed. The impeded 
string is the one that sings” (Standing By Words, 97).

Being baffled by myself and my bathroom, I decided to play with 
the images before following the rules laid down by other people’s 
games. “‘Play’ is different from ‘game’. Play is the free spirit of explora
tion, doing and being for its own pure joy. Game is an activity defined 
by a set of rules...Play is an attitude” (FP, 43). Play, then, is expansive, 
game is contractive. Play simultaneously generates and maintains a 
sense of wonder at the theatre of the world, and allows us to know 
ourselves from within. Game defines us from without and categorizes 
what we see before we know what it is we are seeing.

I’ve used other people’s words in this exploration as guideposts, as 
a means of clarifying what I found. But essentially, in this case, they 
serve the same function as the four images: they have taught me how 
to play, as they are at the same time subjects to play with. The images 
are objects I love. And each of them is a rendition of successful play or 
failed play, of discovering or, in the case of the boys, suppressing the 
self. Learning from them. I’ve found play to be a form of practice at 
becoming what we would like to be. The more we practice, or habitu
ate ourselves, to a certain activity, the more resistance we encounter 
within us to ending that activity. But we might practice being “men” 
and realize we do not want to play that way anymore. Play is therefore 
the end in itself: as we practice something we are what we are becom
ing. Play is being-at-work-staying-itself, to be Aristotelian about it. Art 
reflects what we would like to be, what we would avoid becoming, in 
short, what we are capable of becoming.

“In order to play freely, we must disappear. In order to play freely 
we must have a command of technique” (FP, 171). So it is that I tried
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to disappear into these images in order to learn something about my
self. I entered a dialogue with mute forms and heard their voices in my 
ear. I danced with two-dimensional hands and feet; I sketched at a 
three-inch table; I gaped from the shack with my sisters; I looked at 
myself in a mirror mat sends me back no reflection. I used the form of 
writing to give myself limits.

And I discovered why these images are in the bathroom; because it 
is a place of solitude, where water runs, as in dreams.
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Rochester, 1976

High-ceilinged summers were not enough 
To insure the world for the young sprouts 
Of that distant, towering, patriarch 
Whose faulty ear made him mortal to some.
But left his cherished grandchildren trembling 
When he spoke, and afraid to reply.

To walk through his careless, green, upstate city.
Tiny, sweaty hands lost in his huge, leathery mitt.
Over steaming grates, clinking dangerously 
With each step, headed for the musty stone library.
Was not enough to set them on their way;
Did he really think it could have been?

Did he know that the raspberry patch, that perilous 
Maze of bees and thorns, always, in the end.
Yielding to eager children its crimson reward.
Would one day be chewed away by a spitting chainsaw? 
That the labours of his offspring would not always be 
So innocent, so justly and happily rewarded?

Years later, the yellowing onion skin letters 
Of that gentle, eternally white-haired ruler.
Now britde somewhere in the fertile upstate earth.
Tell another story: he saw the quiet sanity
Of rich, leather-bound complacency crumble, giving way
to the crude violence of a new civilization.

To his middle-aged son, when the babies were busy 
With the wooden slat swing by the vegetable garden.
He whispered, trembling, of a monstrous war, and death. 
And fears of meeting either one.
And, knowing that the son of his son would see it all.
He bowed his head in bitter defeat and wept.

Sarah Van Deusen
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All of Me

The center of me,
Boiling and bubbling,
Hot with passion and pain.
The center of my soul, of my being. 
The center of me.

It boils over
Until it is not the center 
But the shell, 
the protection.

It spreads beyond.
As if it is all of me 
Or none of me 
Or everything else.

And suddenly, violently, I realize.
The dams had protected me.
For though I was separate,
I was hidden.

Hidden from the truth.
That all was not as it should be.
That I was not as I should be.
Hidden from that very strength 
That filled me with fear and knowing.

I flowed rapidly.
Over, behind, between everything. 
Lost.
Running toward nothing. 
Encompassing everything.
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And then, as I ached with fear 
And struggle,
1 became a builder.
Building dams to contain the center of me,
To keep from always knowing.
From always being.

But, every once and a while,
I feel as if 1 will boil over.
And I do.
Boiling and Bubbling 
Spreading,
Flowing rapidly with strength.
Until it is too much.
I go back into hiding.

Karmen Kohl
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It’s curious. I can’t write it when it’s here, but when it’s only a 
memory, it has the sounds of a memory...

I just can’t let it come. I know its there, always waiting to creep 
into my life and devour me like nothing else can. Its enemy is obses
sion, because obsession more often than not keeps me alone and 
aware.

It comes when there is time. Usually when there is too much time 
and not enough of anything else—only that horrid overabundance of 
Still Time.

I know what it is, I can sense it, but I haven’t got a name for it. 
“Madness” might come close.

It gets you when you’re alone, when most of the activity in your 
days and nights consists of fantasy. Because fantasy becomes more real 
over time, without interruption, and reality becomes more fantastic. 
Nonsensical things can happen—and you’re not sure if they really 
happened or not. And you don’t really care.

You’re slighdy aware of it, like knowing when you’re a presence in 
your own dreams, but you’re numb. Sometimes you look to the rain
drops hitting the roof to remember what it means for time to pass but 
then you forget which drop fell first and where it landed...and then 
you can’t remember why it was important in the first place.

It dissipates a bit at first, when you go outside and see people doing 
the things you remember them doing, but given time even routine 
loses its sense and importance. You look for a cause for it all, and you 
know that such a search will only get you in deeper.

Things get foggy...lose distinction. The only thing that has any 
semblance of distinction is the present—but you don’t even know 
where it begins and where it ends.

should be able to watch a flower grow, and you 
tiy. Then something else comes along and you slip into it without anv 
effort at all. ^

At first, when you’re really aware that it’s coming, your senses are 
vety keen—Then, next thing you find yourself surrounded. No sense 
of direction, in or out, you’re just floating somewhere inside.

And it’s only you, there’s really no one else. Maybe once in a 
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lifetime someone will actually say something that clues you in that 
they’re a part of it too, in their own way.

And at that very moment, when you’re dying of loneliness and that 
person is the only one who can make any sense to you at all, you 
realize that you’ll never get the chance to share it with anyone—not 
even the ones who know. In fact, you’re further from them than any
one.

When that happens, when you realize where you are—that you 
don’t know where you are and you’re either in complete control or not 
at all—^you have the choice. You either ride it and let it take you, or 
you fight it.

Eventually it will go away, you hope. But you know if you survive 
it, that it will never really go away.

You’ll still feel the twinges of loneliness and fear and power that 
you once knew so intimately—they never really go away, never com
pletely vanish.

Then, one day, you look up and see that the clouds have moved 
and the shadows have shifted. You see that the sky has gotten darker.

Then things begin to come back into focus, slowly, and you’re able 
to share your thoughts with someone walking by.

Then you can breathe deeply and know that you’re safe, once again 
vou’ve made it through the hazy vibrations...but you know that it's 
lurking somewhere, waiting to take you on another trip, and who 
knows if you’ll survive the next one...maybe it’ll make you stronger, 
maybe it’ll just kill you.

Sometimes it feels like it happens every three weeks or so, some
times it lingers for months.

Laura Hunt
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Today sunshine is blue 
Where oh where are you?
Under the covers stifles me 
I cough when I wish I could be 
A lunatic, crazy woman alone 
Picking away at her broken bone 
To sleep by the tide, the moon full again 
And never to stare at the face of sin 
Oldp as the waves tickle the shore 
I will raise my face and ask no more.

,rrA
1 I

> ;V
Daphne Blumenthal

Equinox

The broken day
bending under my finger 

light dipping down 
dripping

bleeding colors onto 
soft, deep Lilacs 

violet fragrance
breathing honey ■ '

as the last light runs 
across my shoulders 

and closes its eyes.
Melissa Ann Bond

Two children, maybe Robert and I, are crouching 
In a blue comer °
Watching stars.
Their fingers move in the sky among whirling planets.
They play marbles with those worlds, smiling.

Teresa Hennigan
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The Catch in the Falling

The water fell and
the light fell upon the water and
the water droplets caught the light of
the streetlamp and
the window caught the droplets and
the image of the window fell upon
the mirrors on the altar table, so
the mirrors caught the window with
the droplets, with
the light, and
all of this together caught my eye, and 
somehow caught my heart, so 
that everything that fell was 
caught.

Yet nothing that was caught was trapped, for
the light was free of the water, and
the water might quickly vanish from the window, and
the window was not kept inside the mirrors, and
the mirrors did not hold my eye for long, and
my heart is not independent of my eye; and
therefore, sweet doubtful thomas,
shall I be sad or glad to know that
one can easily be
caught
and
not be held?

G.K. Bishop
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